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Cohesion is the basic premise to ensure the coherence of discourse meaning, at 
the same time，it is an unavoidable question for language learning, particularly for 
second language learning process. Language-organization-process can never be 
separated during the application of discourse cohesion skills; language cohesion 
ability is one of the important elements for composing of language ability. 
For the first time, this paper is carrying on a comparative detailed、systematic test 
and research in Chinese learners from Vietnam whose application and acquisition 
features of pronunciation cohesion, lexical cohesion, grammartical cohesion, 
pragmatic cohesion and other projects,based on both discourse-analysis theory and 
second language-acquisition theory, employed questionnaire and oral survey, 
qualitative analysis and quantitative statistical method. 
Overall research results showed that the trend of discourse application of 
Vietnamese learners of Chinese matches with the questionnaire basically. 
Nevertheless, there’re many differences on discourse cohesion and other projects. 
The descending orders were: grammatical cohesion> lexical cohesion> 
pronunciation cohesion> Pragmatic cohesion. Among them, the final number of 
relative frequency in using the Pronunciation cohesion and Pragmatic cohesion 
properly was generally low, and the same situation was almost presented in all 
learners. This shows that the learners grasp far away from enough in the balance 
number of pronunciation syllables cohesion, speech rhythm coordination, 
differentiation of speech pause together with the parataxis sentences, “b ɑ / 
bei”pattern, topic sentences and other projects. Among them, the Chinese cognitive 
access, form - audio - meaning, and contextual factors are the two most crucial 
factors in application capability of pronunciation cohesion, meanwhile text view and 
cognitive text situation have an important impact on the pragmatic cohesion 
capability of the learners . 
The data which originated from questionnaires and corpus survey showed that 
learners have a certain order in the project of acquisition of Chinese discourse 
cohesion. Among them, acquisitive order comes front: Nominal Substitution、














Nominal Ellipsis、Verbal Substitution、The Number of Conjunctions、“bɑ/ bei” 
pattern、Clausal Ellipsis Cohesion; order followed by: Rhythm、Conjunction 
Position、Syllable、Verbal Ellipsis、Clausal Conditional Substitution、Clausal Model 
Substitution、Clausal Quotable Substitution、Topic Sentence Cohesion. Then, This 
paper is trying to made up some corresponding standard rules in testing the 
capability of discourse cohesion according to the conclusion mentioned above. 
This study enlarges the research scope in Chinese as interlanguage, clarifies that 
acquisition of discourse cohesion is a dynamic process, which make some certain 
contribution both in study and teaching practice of Teaching Chinese as a Second 
Language. This paper argues that the idea of predominated by some-“Standard” of 
Teaching Chinese as a Second Language should be re-examed. 
This paper includes four chapters altogether. The first chapter introduces the 
reason why chose this topic and its significance briefly, combing and summarizing 
the corresponding results of discourse cohesion research. And this chapter focuses on 
clarifying the foundation that defined the level of the discourse cohesion in this paper. 
contents, objective, studying methods are showed in this chapter too. The second 
chapter analyzes in details on the results of the application of discourse cohesion 
which originated from Chinese learners of Vietnam. Analyzing and probing into the 
influential factors concerned at the same time.Drawing a parallel analysis on the 
results of survey and questionnaire between the previous researchers’ corresponding 
research. The third chapter, based on the data, mainly discusses on the discourse 
cohesion error types, acquisition order and levels of the Vietnamese Chinese learners, 
etc. modifying the criterion of discourse ability which raised in The General 
curriculum principles of Teaching Chinese as a Second Language according to the 
conclusion. The fourth chapter, guided by the conclusion, investigates on the 
following questions like TCSL as an interlanguage and “standard”theory. Some 
advices was given on teaching discourse practice simultaneously. 
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